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About FLUX
The first seeds of FLUX Magazine were
planted by a group of excited juniors with a passion
for writing, drawing, and creating. Our vision was
a magazine where we could create a platform for
students to channel their creative forces, to celebrate
their hard work, and to inspire others.
With the fervor that comes with embarking
on a journey to pursue a dream, we reached out to
our Millennium community for support and inspiration. We couldn’t have made this happen without the
guidance of Ms. Stasavage who kept us on task and
organized, instructed us on Indesign, and occasionally nodded encouragingly. Soon enough the seed of
a dream grew into a club, a tightly knit community
filled with ambitious dreamers primed with imagination, a pen, and paper. FLUX represents who we are.
We, like the magazine, are constantly changing and
evolving. We proudly present to you FLUX!		
					
Victoria, Julia, Carlos, Alnaw,
Hannah, Alex, Adriana, Olivia,
Daniela, Skylar, Alex, Jason,
Despina, Lucia, Hayley,
Ms. Stasavage
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Going Down
Hayley Bruner

When you ask, I say yes.
I always say yes.
It’s not what I came for,
it’s not what I wanted,
but yes.
Yes, yes, yes.
I fall into you,
Alice in a rabbit hole of paradise.
I topple over you,
a kid running on wobbly legs.
I am wrapped around your golden finger,
and I rust in the glow.
Tighter and tighter I go.
I am tied up with string.
I am tied up with rope.
I am tied up with chains.
A force takes my body in its hold,
pushing me down,
making me small.
I am now a host to the demons that feed on my heart.
But I like it that way.
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Pretend

Hayley Bruner
We walk side by side but our hearts do not.
I hear the patter of my own heavy breaths,
you hear the thumping beats of somebody else’s song.
No talking, no listening. Just touching is enough.
Why talk when we could stay silent?
Why listen when we could ignore?
Why care when we could pretend?
I see you in front of me,
But those eyes, dark and deep,
Say nothing.
Why even think at all,
When forgetting feels so good
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It’s Just What You Do
Olivia Francescon

I want to believe that I am a good person, that I’m not superficial or selfish. But I also want to believe that magic is real. I want to
believe that any day now I’ll see the hordes of rune-bearing nephilim
flickering in and out of my vision. But that’s not going to happen. I
know that. What is happening is that I’m going to war. I don’t know
where, I don’t know why, I don’t know when. All I know is that I got a
letter marked “Draft Notice” and I know what’s inside whether I open
it or not.
The funny thing is I’ve thought about it before, going to war,
and what it would mean for me. A few weeks back I received a letter
from the U.S. Marines. It said that I should “fight for a better future.” They wrote that if I sent the letter back within the next 30 days
I could get a t-shirt or a duffle bag or dog tags. I debated whether or
not it was worth the effort of filling out and then mailing that small
piece of paper. It wasn’t. But it wasn’t a bad deal either, enlisting. I
could probably do it. They would pay for college, they would get me
in shape, they would make me a better me. But that sounded like a lot
of work.
Does that make me selfish? Probably.
But now, suddenly, it wasn’t a choice anymore, it was real.
It’s not like I’d be the first. People have been drafted into the military
since the beginning. My mom’s father fought in World War II, his father in World War I, and my dad’s parents met in the Navy during the
Korean War. My family has fought, so shouldn’t I? My dad was born
in 1957. He tells me that if he had been a few years older and had
been drafted during Vietnam he would have gone. It’s just what you
do. My mom freaks out, throwing her arms around me, telling me
it’s going to be alright, that we’ll find a way out of it. My dad tells her
that only 5% of persons enlisted in the military actually see fighting.
My mom asks him how many of that 5% die. My dad says not a lot. I
believe him.
So I’m sitting at home, holding a letter, blocking out the
voices arguing in the next room. I can’t not go though, can I? Because
it was never really an option, not in my family, or at least not in my
dad’s family. So I start to think. Food. I’m picky, so what if there’s no
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good food? Grey’s Anatomy or General Hospital. I’m hooked, so what
if there’s no television? 72 books in 2018. I read, so what if there’s no
books? I don’t know what to expect, I don’t know if I’ll kill people or
be injured or what, but right now my main concern is if I’ll have to
get a Kindle. I don’t like Kindles. I want to believe that I am a good
person, but I’ve realized that I’m pretty selfish and pretty superficial
as well. I don’t even know where Americans are fighting, where I’ll
soon be fighting, but all I can think about is whether I’ll like the climate.
I try to focus on the horrible realization that I could die. But
I can’t. I just want to go back in time and become the girl who yelled
“Jasper!” when she saw the dog that would be hers. A little naive, but
as happy as can be. I want to go back in time and become the girl
who told her dad that she wanted to make a deal. A little younger, a
little less responsible. I want to go back in time and become the girl
who cried on her first day of preschool. A little antisocial, but willing
to try. I want to go back so that I don’t have to go. But I can’t. Again,
I try to focus on the fact that I could die before I ever write anything.
But then I remember that Jasper is going to die, and I wouldn’t be
here for him. I’d be god-knows-where, doing god-knows-what, when
my runt-of-litter, limping, gorgeous puppy goes away. In college I
could come home, but I don’t think the army lets you go home for
dead pets. But I can’t not go. Like I said, I’m selfish, and superficial.
I’ll miss my parents and my friends and my life I’m sure. But right
now I miss my dog, who couldn’t care less where I am, and my books,
which don’t want me anyways. So I guess I’ll go. I wasn’t ever not
going. But I guess I have to open the letter now.
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Underwater
Ella Nield
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If I had Seen You
Lucia Finkelstein

The last time I saw Gretna was Tuesday.
I opened the door which was left ajar. Gretna was still
unaware that I had walked in. She looked tired, the shadow of a
thoughtless smile on her face. Her eyes were large and bright as she
turned to face me. “Oh you’re here! I thought you were coming at
two.” I shrugged, mumbling something about how the traffic was
light. She motioned for me to come sit down, patting the faded sofa.
We sat there in silence for a minute or two, not knowing what
to say to each other. Then, Gretna sighed and asked if I’d like to hear
a story. (Almost as if she had resigned to play into her stereotype as a
grandmother.) I couldn’t say no. As Gretna was my father’s mother, I
thought it appropriate that I hear a story about him.
“Alright, if you like.”
She grinned, obviously pleased. “I’ll put the coffee on.” She
walked into the kitchen.
Again I inspected the room, and a small photograph caught
my eye. It was a faded sepia tone, and placed in a miniature gold
frame. It was of a teenage boy. His hair was untamed, a deep black,
and trapped beneath a cap. He wore a school uniform of grey linen. Ankle socks and black shorts that looked much too large and
trapped his bony legs. His jacket had a small crest emblazoned on it
that read “Sacre Coeur.” I could barely make it out. “Tell me about
this picture,” I called to her through the walls. She returned, craning
her neck to see what I was looking at.
“That’s a photograph of Henry when he was young. We were
living in France at the time. Took him out of school to go to Aix. Fascinating scenery there, you know?” She said this as if I should know.
So I nodded. She continued, “Every week I’d paint with your father in
the Bibemus Quarry. The same one that Cezanne drew. It was these
huge cliffs cascading downwards like a curtain. I remember that it
was like a curtain!” She motioned with her hand as if to siphon up a
drawing of the craggy rocks. “I can still picture them.” I let Gretna recall this memory for a couple seconds before asking her to continue.
“Your father was very sad leaving his friends in New York.
I felt bad, of course. I know my son! I could tell he was depressed.
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Sometimes I regret making us move. I…I feel selfish.” She looked to
me for reassurance that she had not been selfish, but I thought she
had been, so I stayed silent. She sighed, wringing her hands nervously. There was a whistling sound from the other room. “Must be the
tea.” She said she was making coffee. She bustled out of the sitting
room. I sat in the chair, a bit taken aback by her clear unease.
When Gretna returned, I saw in her face that she felt she had
overshared. She cleared her throat. “Anyway, what I forgot to mention
was that in the Catholic school, Henry was placed two grades behind
in order to learn French. I could see he was embarrassed by this.
He had a couple friends, but not very many. So your father began
to paint. Thrilled! God I was thrilled. I pushed Henry to pursue his
talent. At twelve years old he was showing Louie and me the most
beautiful oil pastels. I may have even been a bit jealous. I was never
that good at his age. Would you like to see one?”
I had not realized Gretna was addressing me, so it took a moment to process the question. I nodded, but she was already on her
feet. She climbed slowly up the stairs, holding on to the banister for
support. When she came back, maybe five minutes later, there was a
small painting in her hand. “This one’s my favorite.” She put it carefully in my lap, muttering something about how I mustn’t touch the
canvas. It was spectacular. He had probably been the same age as me
when he’d made it. I could recognize my father’s style immediately.
It was loose, always relaxed. That’s what I had always liked about my
father’s art. The chaos of it would come together to create meaning.
It’s a small pastel of his backyard in Aix. She smiled, “Would
you like to have it? A gift?” I stammered that she was too polite, but
she insisted. Then, as if nothing had happened, she dove back into the
story.
“Henry was doing alright in school. He managed. So Louie
and I decided it was time he was moved to his actual grade level. The
headmaster of the Catholic school told us it would not be possible, so
we withdrew him and put him in the local public school. He was desperate to leave the Sacre Coeur anyway. The teachers there could be
very cruel. Rulers and all that. Anyway, Louie and I used to take him
to art museums on the weekends. I think he liked it. This one time we
took him to see a show on Lautrec. A late Impressionist. Of course,
you must be familiar?” I shook my head no, and she sighed as if the
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three generations of artists in my family had failed me. “Anyway, after
leaving the exhibit, Henry said to me, ‘I like all the decorative shapes.
They’re so wild!’ Wild. Ha! Lautrec had definitely made his mark.”
Gretna took a sip of her tea. “Your father would bring his
easel to school sometimes. Then he’d run up to the quarries and draw
furiously for hours. He wouldn’t come home until dark, but we never
punished him. He could have been doing much worse things. All the
kids his age were out smoking cigarettes. But not my Henry, no! Art
was his drug!” I snorted, knowing full well that my father had been a
huge stoner in high school. She looked at me calculatingly.
“As I was going to say, your father’s drawings had more color
to them now. He discovered that shadows could be red, that the sky
was not always blue.” She reminisced on this very niche milestone in
her child’s life.
My grandmother looked into my eyes and sat back in the seat.
She was getting tired, I could tell. “Drink your tea, it’s getting cold!”
she scolded. I’d been so distracted by the story, I’d hardly touched it. I
reached for my cup, and she continued to speak.
“As I said, often times I felt guilty for separating Henry from
his friends in New York. He had such a miserable time at that Catholic school. I feel bad that I pushed him so much to become an artist.
What if he wanted to be something else and never knew it? But sh*t!
He was so good at it.” She laughed out loud now. “Art is in his veins,
his blood. I had no control over it!”
I’ve never met you, Gretna, but those are the things you
would’ve said to me. You would have told me all about yourself, about
Henry, and about Lautrec and late Impressionism and the Bibemus
Quarry, and I would’ve listened.
I wish I could’ve met you.
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Complications
Lucas Tedone

A commonality in varying degrees
Small and Sizable
Inconsequential and Incomprehensible
For now and For life
Trivial and Treacherous
Daily and Once-In-A-Lifetime
Yet we find few with whom we truly connect
It may be because we refuse to accept
no matter how hard we try
that we don’t want to connect with everyone
that people are afraid to know that others feel the same way
Or
that it might come at too great of a cost
Or
Is it because life is just funny that way?
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Would You

Lucas Tedone
Live for now
in the moment
just for now
Would you?
Turn it away
for the better of others
resist temptation
Would you?
Let them go
leave it in the past
after everything
Would you?
Keep going
at your lowest of lows
for the highest of highs
Would you?
Could you?
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The Bridge
Samantha Li
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Sea of Paper
Olivia Hom

It feels like drowning in a sea of paper
Trying to gasp for air
But the surface is too far away
Tired, lifeless figures line the restless waters
All alike in our yearning
We all want to reach that sparkling shore,
That promised paradise,
That unreachable utopia
And stop sinking
But there is nothing to hold onto
Except each other
All our will to survive is being shattered by the sheer force
Of endless waves crashing into us
The taste of saltwater is the only thing on our lips
Occasionally boats pass by
And we call for help
But their only response is keep swimming,
Keep floating,
Keep your heads above the water
And keep waiting
But we can’t swim
We can’t float
We can’t keep our heads above the water
We can’t wait any longer
Because we are sinking,
Drowning
In an ocean of uncertainty,
In a sea of paper
All we can feel are the cuts on our skin
Once white, the waves are now stained red
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The Greatest Pain
Carlos Yu

“Look, you’re one of the few people with the luxury to move
to the Philippines.”
I was looking at my sister with the draft letter in my hand. It
was crumpled at the corner where I held it and I couldn’t help but
laugh whenever I pictured myself in fatigues, with a gun in my hand,
hiding behind crumbling walls punctured with holes.
“You’d just have to live there forever,” she continued.
“If they think I’d fight a war for them they’re crazy,” I said.
“Yeah, I know.”
“I mean, how do they expect me to fight for this country?”
My sister was doing her homework. I could tell she had
stopped listening. I paused for a moment before I said anything. I
stood still, staring at the blank white walls and the low ceiling. There
was a blown out light bulb. Who would change it when I left?
“Gabby. Is it really worth moving back?”
She laughed. “You’re kidding, right?”
To my family it was so simple. Just move away. Leave everything. But when I imagined myself living there, in that big house,
amidst suburban homes and their towering walls and high ceilings
filled with so much empty space, I felt my dinner churn in my intestines like I had indigestion. In that old neighborhood, with that
old school and that covered court, I saw my old self. I remembered
my cousins, but they became memories stolen from a teen movie. I
remembered my begging dogs at the dinner table, but they all died. I
remembered how my arm grew tired when I recited Panatang Makabayan and how I felt the vibrations on my chest when I sang Lupang
Hinirang, but now I only raised my arm for the Pledge of Allegiance
and put my hand on my heart for the Star Spangled Banner.
When my mom came home I rambled on about how I could
never fight for this country. “You know what Mommy?” She was
working. “It makes me hate a part of myself I could never change; it
made me feel like an outsider; it made me hate the color of my skin,
the size of my eyes, the texture of my hair; it made me hate my re14

flection; it made me wish I was whiter; it made me wish I never lived
in New York.” My face was red. A vein rose in my neck. My mom
nodded silently. Just typing.
Even when I took the train, or when I folded laundry, or
when I looked outside my window, I hated New York more and more
because I crowded my mind with memories of Manila. Because
I associated Manila with childhood and its innocent ideals, and I
compared New York’s sparse sunlight and noisy streets and miserable
commuters and exhaustive endless routines to Manila’s tropical sun
and tranquil roads and careless commutes and inexhaustible variety
of life.
I hated New York and I longed for the Philippines. But my
stomach churned.
I told my friends I was moving away to dodge the draft.
“So you’re gone forever?”
They asked how I felt. I was excited to move back, to reconnect with my family in a place where I didn’t have to do laundry and
I didn’t have to wear bubble jackets or scarves. I avoided the obvious
truth: I would miss them, but I would also miss the satisfaction of
sorting the laundry and folding the warm clothes in my hands and
I would miss the winter and the snow and the extra layers and the
harsh winds against cheeks and the sobering cold. Everything in
the Philippines felt drunken with heat, like the air was carrying the
weight of humidity, like it was hovering and hanging.
“So you’re gone forever? Like forever forever?” my friend
asked. I nodded.
“What’s gonna happen? Remember when you said that we’d
talk to each other after high school?” He laughed. I smiled at him and
shrugged. I always knew saying goodbye would be the most painful
part about leaving.
Two days before I left New York my friends picked me up to
hang out. They took me to our old neighborhood, our old school, and
our old park. My stomach churned. Why would they take me here?
It was in our old neighborhood where I grew to hate myself. It was in
our old school where I grew to hate my accent. It was in our old park
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where I was ostracized and forced to play sports I never knew how to
play.
I never had a moment to myself because they kept tapping
me on the shoulder and breaking into sprints. I didn’t want to chase
them. I wanted to go home. My legs and my fingers shook incessantly. They could tell I wanted to leave.
They took me to Riverside. I wanted to run away but I was
afraid to.
“Are you gonna miss this? I hated coming down here. But you
always said it felt like forever or whatever that meant.”
I was silent.
“What’s up with you? Just play tag with us one last time, like
we used to.” A sinister yet playful smile spread over his face.
He tapped me on the shoulder and they all began sprinting.
I felt my intestines tangle and tighten into a ball, beads of sweat
formed on my forehead, and my feet tapped anxiously. The trees, the
road and the river rumbled in unison, egging me on. I was afraid that
I couldn’t catch up to my friends. I took a deep breath. And my feet
lifted from the ground. I felt like I was gliding. The gravel slipped beneath my soles, my toes were pointed, my hair blown back, the wind
was howling, and hundreds of pounds of force pushed against my
body, exploding with speed as the world shook in my view through
squinting eyes. Riverside whispered secrets in my ears as I ran. I
couldn’t ignore it. I could see the infinite skyline, the boundless sky,
and the endless road. I could hear the word forever echo in my mind.
I could hear tires glide across the road like the rhythm of the shore,
like the bubbling seafoam and crashing waves returning and receding. I could see the train launch into the station and I could hear
the clanging tracks, the metal screeching and I could see the lights
whizzing by as we plunged into darkness, like a space shuttle drifting through space. I could see the untold beauties of the city I never
wanted to remember. My feet slammed on the ground. In my last few
strides before I tapped my friend I threw my chin up so that I only
saw dark clouds and jumbo jets flying through the stars. We stopped.
Breathing hard. They smiled at me. We were next to the Hudson.
Next to orange street lamps. Next to the highway. We watched a boat
crossing the river.
“So you’re gone forever?”
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I was smiling for a moment but I felt tears fall from my eyes.
I hugged my friends. I sobbed into their shoulders. I met them at my
old school and we played tag all day long in our old neighborhood,
weaving through pedestrians, feeling like superheroes. I lost my
accent and I didn’t understand Tagalog and I loved the misery of the
subway and I loved the trees and I loved the roads and I loved the
street lamps and I loved the thick sweaters and I knew that my skin
grew pale under all the layers and I knew that my skin grew to love
the harsh winds and I knew that I grew to love the city. Accepting
that was the greatest pain.
I shook my head.
“What do you mean? You’re not going?”
Going to war meant death. Nothing would change. I’d still be
losing a life anyway.
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Cosmic Entitlement
Alex Tan
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altered

Despina Rizopoulos
it is all great
life goes on
as i walk past it
the sky gets red
the grass becomes blue
and that smile goes
upside down
the fire in those eyes warm me up
i feel hot
too hot
let me out

a dream i had some time ago

Despina Rizopoulos

the grass grows greener
and i ponder in the rain
is this what i dream?
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alleyway

Despina Rizopoulos
the flower grows in the grim alleyway
skin touches skin
the boy stopped talking to me
i walk past the flower
and i look away
the colors of the world are blue and gray
the social scene can be fun today
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One Time Thing
Alex Friedman

You were feverish
Hands tangled in my hair
Legs tangled between the sheets
The image burned into my head
You kissed me with sweet nothings
Whispered into my neck
You touched me with frantic desperation
Like we wouldn’t be here tomorrow
Short, hard breaths, lost in the early hours of morning
Confused, jumbled questions, rising with the dark sunrise
I wanted to show you my naked soul
I wanted to change how you saw me
I wanted you to let me in
But not this way.
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